
Collaboration with Maestro Carlos Foggin to set the libretto to the music

Music will be for voice and piano 
Attention will be paid to 
vocal range

rules of orchestration

matching of drama to musical setting

timing/pacing of the opera - Goal will be a 40 minute opera

Incorporation of traditional Stony Nakoda music 
Workshops will occur in a public setting to determine audience reaction, pacing of the

opera, success of the story/music, any sections that need to be revised

Workshops are also an opportunity to showcase the live, trained operatic voice by

performing other classical repertoire, including some of the repertoire that Norma

Pocaterra actually performed during her career (ex. Donizetti, Verdi, Bellini)

Engage in a dialogue with communities that may be unfamiliar with the genre of opera

Answer questions from the public about opera, composition, or my career and life as an

artist

PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES

Proposed Activities 
1. RESEARCH AND BACKGROUND - 2 MONTHS (SEPT - OCT)

Physical Research - letters, diaries, records, biographies, sketches, photographs, articles,
marriage/death certificates, marriage/death announcements
Glenbow Museum Archives, Calgary Public Library Archives, Calgary Herald
Archives, In-Person Interviews
Elders, story tellers & musicians of the Stony Nakoda First Nation
Friends/colleagues/acquaintances from Calgary (Italian, Opera, Arts & Academic
communities)
Visiting locations in Alberta key to the Pocaterra story including: Bar U Ranch, Stoney
Naokda First Nations Reserve, Pocaterra Ridge/Mount Pocaterra/Piper Pass -
Kananaskis Country, Calgary Locations (Mount Royal University)

2. CREATION OF LIBRETTO - 2 MONTHS (NOV - DEC)

3. MUSIC COMPOSITION/WORKSHOPPING - 5 MONTHS (JAN - MAY)

4. PERFORMANCE- 3 MONTH (JUN-AUG)

masks will be worn whenever in a public indoor space
appropriate physical distancing will be observed at all times
if regulations have not changed re: vocal indoor concerts, workshops/rehearsals can be conducted on
zoom or with an online platform
concerts are planned for outdoor venues
indoor concerts will only be held if the regulations change

*COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS*

Piper Pass/Mount Pocaterra
Kananaskis Country

Dramatizing the story of the Pocaterra’s

Choosing and developing characters, conflict and resolution, and languages

Write the words for arias (songs), recitative (plot advancement), and spoken dialogue

focusing on:

Exposition

Rising Action

Climax/Turning Point

Falling Actions

Resolution

Message/Moral Lesson

Public performances will take place in key locations from the Pocaterra’s story

Bar U Ranch - This is just south of the Buffalo Head Ranch in the Highwood Pass that

George Pocaterra established, Stony Nakoda First Nations Reserve, Kananaskis Country,

and cities and towns across Alberta


